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Introduction
Understanding and improving material performance for oxygen evolution reaction ﴾OER﴿
is paramount for many renewable energy storage and conversion schemes proposed for a
sustainable economy [1].Hydrogen generation using water electrolysis and CO2 up‐conversion
through the CO2 reduction reaction ﴾CO2 RR﴿, provide promising renewable energy conver‐
sion options into fuels and valuable chemicals. In both processes, OER occurs as one of the
two half‐cell reactions, as illustrated for water electrolysis in figures 1a and b.

﴾a﴿

﴾b﴿

﴾c﴿

Figure 1: Schematics of ﴾a﴿ AEM electrolyzer operating principle. ﴾b﴿ PEM electrolyzer operating principle. ﴾c﴿
Typical representation of OER overpotential in a PEM electrolyzer stack, adapted from [2]. Note, typical OER
overpotential loses in AEM electrolyzers are only ∼25% [3] however with significant additional Ohmic and HER
associated loses when compared to PEM‐based counterparts.

In this application note, we wish to highlight the benefits that can be gained by coupling
OER catalyst studies with an EC‐MS elucidating this important half‐cell reaction. The ex‐
act mechanisms through which OER proceeds are still being contested, and can often be
considered catalyst dependent. In that context various isotope labeled studies have been
suggested in which 18O has been used to pre‐oxidize the catalyst which are then investi‐
gate by coupling electrochemical studies with mass spectrometry ﴾MS﴿ [4, 5], the type of
studies for which the EC‐MS system is ideal. Furthermore, product detection and complete
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quantification is enabled by the EC‐MS allowing the true OER activity to be measured ‐
something which may be exceedingly difficult using traditional techniques. In the following
we first provide a brief background to OER research and proceed to showcase the EC‐MS
capabilities for OER investigation by:
1. Showing basic OER performance of four catalyst systems.
2. Showcasing OER experiments from literature using the EC‐MS.
3. Establishing some best practices and identify potential challenges when utilizing the
EC‐MS for OER studies.

Background
OER can occur both in alkaline and acidic environment and follows the half‐cell reactions
given in equation 1.
4 OH− → 2 H2 O + O2 + 4 e−
2 H 2 O → O2 + 4 H + 4 e
+

−

﴾AEM OER, alkaline﴿
﴾PEM OER, acidic﴿

﴾1﴿

Different electrocatalysts are typically used in alkaline and acidic systems: Inexpensive, stable
and abundant OER catalysts typically based on Nix ﴾Coy Fez ﴿ perform excellent for alkaline
OER. They are used in traditional alkaline electrolysis as well as the more recently devel‐
oped anion exchange membrane ﴾AEM﴿ electrolyzer illustrated in see figure 1. In acidic
electrolyzer systems on the other hand, significant issues arise due to material instability
at low pH ﴾catalyst oxidation and dissolution﴿. Currently, the only reasonably stable and
active OER catalysts for PEM electrolysis are based on the costly and scarce IrOx . Ir forms
a stable, reasonable OER active and conductive oxide which, unless reduced, remains thor‐
oughly stable for extended periods of time. Hoewever, due to it’s high price and scarcity,
replacing this catalyst is an prerequisit for upscaling PEM electrolysers to widespread com‐
mercial applications.
Given the present status of alkaline‐ and acidic polymer electrolyte membrane technologies
most OER catalyst studies focus on:
Alkaline OER: Finding nano‐materials which constituents ﴾e.g. Fe or Co﴿ are unable
to crossover to the cathode side disrupting the hydrogen evolution reaction ﴾HER﴿ or
ion transport while maintaining high OER activity, i.e. low OER overpotential.
Acidic OER: Identifing stable, abundant/inexpensive and electrically conductive mate‐
rials exhibiting low OER overpotential ﴾see figure 1c﴿ and which elemental constituent
do not pose additional crossover issues in terms of membrane and HER deterioration.
Besides studies of materials for these two cases, numerous studies concern the deteriora‐
tion of support materials both under acid‐ and alkaline conditions. Other work studies the
OER catalysis in neural media, though the same issues as for the OER in acid persist along
with the additional aspect of identifying good membranes for these conditions. For a more
in‐depth overview to basic OER electrocatalysis we refer readers to the extremely rich OER
literature.
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Examples of OER studies using the EC‐MS
For this document, four catalyst systems were investigated using the EC‐MS. They were
chosen to: ﴾i﴿ Show consistency with known electrolyte effects for OER [6, 7]. ﴾ii﴿ Showcase
the alkaline capabilities of the EC‐MS using non‐aqueous chips. ﴾iii﴿ Highlight how the EC‐
MS provides insights that purely electrochemical techniques cannot. These systems are:
1‐3 PtPoly ﴾PINE inst., see [8] for proper preparation﴿ in 0.1 M HClO4 , 0.5 M H2 SO4 or 0.5 M
KOH electrolyte, respectively.
4 Glassy carbon ﴾GC﴿ ﴾HTW, Sigradur® G﴿ in 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte.
These systems were tested following the procedure established in Benchmark Measure‐
ments EC‐MS Technical Note #2 and prepared by cleaning the EC‐MS cell in ”Piranha”
following Cleaning Procedures EC‐MS Technical Note #12.
In this section the EC‐MS responses recorded while doing cyclic voltammetry ﴾CV﴿ on the
samples are discussed. The experimental data is shown in figure 2 and 3, in which signals
vs. time and signals vs. potential are presented, respectively.

﴾a﴿

﴾b﴿

﴾c﴿

﴾d﴿

Figure 2: EC‐MS plots ﴾room temperature, 20 mV/s, He‐saturated, not IR‐compensated﴿ of ﴾a﴿ PtPoly in 0.1 M
HClO4 . ﴾b﴿ PtPoly in 0.5 M H2 SO4 . ﴾c﴿ PtPoly in 0.5 M KOH. ﴾d﴿ GC in 0.1 M HClO4 . Masses correspond to M 2 = H2 ,
M 4 = He, M 18 = H2 O, M 28 = N2 /CO, M 32 = O2 and M 44 = CO2 .
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﴾a﴿

﴾b﴿

﴾c﴿

﴾d﴿

Figure 3: Averaged, IR compensated CVs of EC‐MS experiments ﴾from figure 2﴿ co‐plotted with M 2 = H2 ,
M 32 = O2 and M 44 = CO2 signals. ﴾a﴿ PtPoly in 0.1 M HClO4 . ﴾b﴿ PtPoly in 0.5 M H2 SO4 . ﴾c﴿ PtPoly in 0.5 M
KOH. ﴾d﴿ GC in 0.1 M HClO4 . All taken at room temperature and 20 mV/s in He‐saturated electrolytes. Note,
averaging background noise, as is the instance for the M44 and M32 signal for the PtPoly in KOH and the GC
electrode, respectively, results in noisy MS signal curves.
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From figure 2 it is noticed that at cathodic ﴾i.e. low﴿ potentials significant currents associated
with HER ﴾seen as M2 peaks﴿ are observed. Even on the GC electrode hydrogen is formed,
albeit at significant lower potentials than on the PtPoly , in good agreement with work by
Stephens et al. [9].
Importantly, figure 2 also highlights significant OER activity on PtPoly in all three electrolytes,
seen as an increase in the M32 signal ﴾associated with O2 ﴿, when going to sufficiently anodic
﴾i.e. high﴿ potentials. On the GC sample, however, no increase in M32 signal is observed,
despite a significant increase in current at anodic potential. At the same time, significant
M44 signal increase ﴾associated with CO2 production﴿ is observed alongside the increase
in current. Pt also shows some increase in M44 signal when going to potentials above
0.7 VRHE , but to a far lesser extent. To properly capture the potential dependence of the
HER‐, OER‐ and CO2 production onset the results of figure 2 have been averaged using
the Python package ixdat, see figure 3.
Figure 3 again clearly showcases HER and OER for PtPoly while GC exhibits significant lower
propensity towards HER and none towards OER. Rather, GC presents notable CO2 produc‐
tion. Essentially, going to sufficiently anodic potentials with GC suggest that once O2 can
bind to carbon it is thermodynamic more favourable to form CO2 rather than O2 . From
figure 3 three main conclusions can be drawn:
1﴿ In some scientific literature, when researchers utilize carbon‐based and/or carbon‐
supported OER catalysts the observed current above 1.23 eV is often indiscriminately
assigned purely to OER. However, herein we see direct evidence ﴾CO2 production on
GC﴿ that this is not the case. Thus, to determine true OER current of such catalysts,
performing gas analysis is crucial.
2﴿ Pt ﴾and also other non‐carbon‐based systems﴿ exhibit slight M44 ﴾CO2 ﴿ evolution
above 0.7 VRHE , which arise from trace amounts of carbon impurities of the system.
These originate e.g. from electrolyte ”ageing” and/or adsorption of adventitious ad‐
sorbed carbon material introduced from the surrounding ambient environment dur‐
ing assembly/transfers etc. The CO2 signal from the Pt system, while unwanted during
OER, is actually a phenomenon providing the user a very good idea of the degree of
carbon contamination of their electrochemical system and/or catalyst material.
This is a huge benefit for users of the EC‐MS testing novel nanocatalysts produced
under rather carbon rich conditions e.g. using SolGel [10] nanoparticle synthesis.
3﴿ For determination of faradaic efficiency ﴾FE﴿, relying on the raw EC and MS data is not
sufficient. Besides water ﴾and carbon﴿ oxidation additional charge transfer processes
may take place, for example oxidation or dissolution of the catalyst material ﴾which
may be aggravated by simultaneous OER﴿. Therefore, to evaluate the true FE towards
OER, two approaches are available: i﴿ Quantify dissolution and/or oxidation by other
means e.g. by using ICP‐MS to determine metal concentrations and integrating re‐
duction peaks to estimate the amount of surface oxidation; or ii﴿ Follow the M32
signal using EC‐MS, calibrate the system to quantify the O2 signal and compare
the result with the total charge transfer. For further information of how to conduct
complete quantification for OER, readers are referred to the EC‐MS quantification
EC‐MS Application Note #2 and the available EC‐MS based OER ﴾or OER adjacent﴿
literature [3, 4, 9, 11–18]
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OER relevant studies using the EC‐MS in literature
Significant insight on OER can be acquired using Spectro Inlets EC‐MS system ‐ insight rel‐
evant both for commercial development of OER technologies ﴾electrolyzers, nanomaterial
producers etc.﴿ as well as for the scientific electrocatalytic community as a whole. Examples
of the unique insights provided by the EC‐MS will be presented in the following along with
highlighted publications demonstrating specific user cases.

Identification of OER current and specific turn‐over frequencies
The obvious benefit of the EC‐MS system when investigating OER electrocatalysis, is its
inherent ability to correlate oxygen ﴾M32﴿ signals to the anodic current typically associ‐
ated with OER as well as observing other concurrent gas formation processes e.g parasitic
carbon oxidation. Doing so allows accurate identification of how much of the measured
current specifically goes towards OER. Additionally, by employing proper quantification of
the OER signal one is able to probe turn‐over frequencies ﴾TOFs﴿. For further details of
this kind of applications see [4, 11, 14, 15]. Implicitly, this kind of quantitative experiments
also give insights to catalyst stability. For instance, considering IrOx and RuOx ‐ two very
active OER catalysts in acid. While IrOx can be considered quite stable under acidic OER
conditions, RuOx has been shown to be inherently unstable. By employing the EC‐MS one
can, by comparing integrated oxygen charge and current, evaluate to what extent charges
for the different catalysts actually produce oxygen or undergo other oxidative processes.
Precisely such studies have been conducted on Ru [11], but can in practice be done for any
catalyst and compared to a reference catalyst ﴾for some relative performance﴿ or precisely
evaluated by employing quantification procedures ﴾see EC‐MS quantification EC‐MS Ap‐
plication Note #2﴿. Similarly, accurate evaluation of total charge transfers associated with
OER combined with measurement of secondary/parasitic reactions have been presented
by others [13, 17].

Mechanistic OER studies through isotope labeling
Various mechanistic models exists for explaining activity in OER catalysis. An obvious ques‐
tion in this regard is whether the evolved oxygen arises directly from the water or it arises
from dissociation of an oxide which is then re‐oxidized after the release of O2 . Such complex
mechanism can crudely be simplified as indicated here for a metal‐oxide ﴾Mx Oy ﴿:
Mx Oy + 2 H2 O → Mx Oy + O2 + 4(H+ + e− )
Mx Oy + H2 O → Mx Oy−1 + O2 + 2 (H+ + e− )

﴾2﴿

While the two pathways of eqn. ﴾2﴿ both produce molecular oxygen as the end product,
the pathways are not equivalent. The latter scheme requires an increase in the metal‐oxide
catalyst oxidation number followed by partial reduction. While the specifics of such pro‐
cesses are out of the scope of this application note, it is important to note that by selectively
pre‐oxidizing the Mx Oy catalyst with labeled oxygen ﴾ 18O﴿ one can evaluate whether oxy‐
gen produced during OER contains mainly M32 or M34 from 16O2 or 16O 18O, respectively.
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The ratio of produced isotope labeled oxygen can then be compared with non‐labeled
equivalents to determine whether or not oxygen from the metal oxide partakes in the OER
mechanism [4, 11] and also gives implicit insights to the stability of oxides for OER.

Insight to support and electrolyte stability
Another extremely important aspect of OER which can be elucidated by the EC‐MS con‐
cerns the support and the support materials’ interaction with the catalyst. For instance,
carbon materials are known to degrade significantly above 1.3 VRHE . Essentially, carbon
degradation occurs as oxidization to CO2 ﴾M44﴿ which can be directly observed using the
EC‐MS and has been the topic of several publications [11, 13, 16, 17]. Besides invesitgating
support stability the EC‐MS also allows direct evaluation of the electrolyte. In recent years
the effects of the electrolyte ﴾varying anion‐ and cation concentrations, pH etc.﴿ on OER
is starting to be investigated [6, 7]. Some of these electrolytes are not particularly stable
under as oxidizing conditions as those needed for OER. Hence, by adding certain compo‐
nents to an electrolyte one may, by just observing the perceived OER current, erroneously
count charge transfers arising from electrolyte oxidation and not OER. The EC‐MS uniquely
gives researchers a window to adsorption/desorption phenomena of volatile species taking
place during reactions, and by extension during OER.

Best practices when studying OER with the EC‐MS
The following points are important to consider when designing your EC‐MS experiment.

Experiment preparation
• For any materials investigated we urge the users to look up relevant material prop‐
erties, potential limitations and consider these in context to the electrochemical en‐
vironment, e.g. the catalyst material and/or support may dissolve under OER condi‐
tions. We recommend EC‐MS users to always confer with Pourbaix diagrams [19] for
all the elemental constituents of the investigated materials. Note, catalyst oxidation
﴾which may also change conductivity﴿ is included in the total measured current by the
potentiostat, while the MS is insensitive to such effects.
• Prior any experiment we recommend users to clean the EC‐MS cell to the best of
their ability ﴾see Cleaning Procedures EC‐MS Technical Note #12﴿. Always store
electrolytes in clean glassware/PFA bottles and refrain from using alkaline electrolytes
more than a day old, as CO2 uptake from the ambient air may change electrochemical
responses.
• Any characterization of the catalyst whether electrochemical ﴾such as CO‐stripping [20]
see CO‐stripping Technique EC‐MS Application Note #1﴿ or some other technique
is recommended done both prior and post any prolonged electrochemical experi‐
ment. The same applies when utilizing the EC‐MS; we encourage users to record
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initial and final pseudo stable CVs ﴾at varying scan rates﴿ as such EC‐MS data provide
essential information of change in activity and relative catalyst area.

EC‐MS specific considerations
• Use standard chips in acid and neutral conditions, and non‐aqueous chips in alkaline
electrolyte ﴾do not use highly concentrated alkaline electrolyte or HF﴿.
• Note, for alkaline OER using carbon‐based catalyst/supports, any CO2 formed will re‐
act with the electrolyte producing ﴾bi﴿carbonates, which vapour pressure is too high
for detection by the EC‐MS. Hence, full quantification by O2 calibration is recom‐
mended for such studies.
• Match scan rate and bandwidth filter ensuring minimum feedback waves in the CV is
observed, for more info on this important issue see Potentiostat instability EC‐MS
Technical Note #3.
• Use CVs to identify redox processes onset/offset potentials and see if insights match
Poubaix diagrams [19] of catalyst/support constituents. This provides the user with
insights on material transitions ﴾and stability﴿. CVs taken at various scan rates can
be used for area evaluation. Note, repeated oxidation/reduction of the catalyst may
roughen the catalyst or completely detach/dissolve electrode materials.
• For quantitative EC‐MS evaluation of OER performance ﴾see EC‐MS quantification
EC‐MS Application Note #2﴿ conducting potentiostatic measurements ﴾with evalua‐
tion of series resistance﴿ is recommended, as doing so eases and improve accuracy of
the charge integration. Repeated redox events from cycling/stepping may increase
dissolution. We recommend stepping potentials using ﴾using the EC‐lab ”SPEIS” tech‐
nique﴿. This approach renders, unless too large currents are accessed ﴾< 0.3 mA﴿
or too poorly conducting electrolyte is used, reproducible results. We rely on post‐
correction for the IR‐compensation of the potential, consequently reproducing exact
potential set‐points is difficult.

Summary
Here, we have demonstrated how simple OER investigations can be conducted using the
EC‐MS system and given a brief introduction into mechanistic, isotope, stability and activity
aspects relevant for OER.
We showed the M32 signal can be used to determine OER occurrence and how the EC‐MS
is able to promote direct insights to fundamental reaction phenomena taking place on an
electrode surface.
We have also established some best practices in terms of choosing good catalyst mate‐
rials and highlighting the benefits of static‐ vs. potentiodynamic OER evaluation and the
perceived limitations and benefits to these two modes of experiments.
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All data treatment and plotting in this application note was carried out using the open
source Python package ixdat, available at https://github.com/ixdat/ixdat.
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